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1.
"There is a world of communication which is not dependent
on words. This is the world in which the artist operates, and
for him words can be dangerous unless they are examined in the
light of the work. The communication is in the work and words
are no substitute for this. However, there is an idea that it
is a duty on the part of the artist to offer up explanations
on his/her work to the elite who are in control of its interpretation and promotion, and the necessity of sch an elite
being as well-informed as possible is certain."

ORIGINS - my evolution towards the constructed relief.
In order to support and complement my present work I
find it necessary to expand on research I have done in previous
years.

As this paper is to complement my exhibition, I must

discuss the ideas, statements and art that have influenced
my work and my thinking.

The conceptions that came from

previous research are important to my graduate work.
I seriously became interested in art in 1963 when I began
studying full-time.

The years that followed were those of

experimentation in wide areas of late nineteenth and
twentieth century painting.
influenced me.

An extensive number of painters

I was exposed to contrasting approaches to

art, the most important to me was representational art.
This approach helped me explore the visual world around
me.
After exploring representational art for some time I
began to hold strong views about "abstract art" which offered
more potential for my explorations in painting.2 I no longer
wanted to describe things in a representational manner.
Working as an abstract artist since 1966 has meant

2.
associations with schools of thought that have appeared in
the last decade:

Hard Edge, Op, Minimal, etc.

None of

these labels really mean much to me as I feel all my stages
of development have been transitional and self-questioning.
My first abstract paintings were based on an 'all-over'
image.
energy.

Every part of my pictures had an equal share of the
The canvas was covered with a system of colour-dots

or parallel lines at regular intervals.

Many of the Abstract

Expressionists had worked on similar themes (Ltg. Mark Tobey)
but I never had a lasting interest in their work.3
In 1966 a series of radio interviews with American
artists stimulated me.4
artist's thinking.

They offered insight into the

Subsequently an interview in Art News

with the Americans, Stella and Judd, had a profound effect
on my development:
The big problem is that anything that
absolutely plain begins to have parts
way. The thing is to be able to work
different things and yet not break up
wholeness that a piece has.5

is not
in some
and do
the

My painting is based on the fact that only what
can be seen is there. It really is an object.
Any painting is an object and anyone who gets
involved enough in this finally has to face up
to the objectness of whatever6it is that he's
doing. He is making a thing.
That article has continued to influence the work I am doing
at present.
They were the first contemporary artists I came across
who spoke about formal problems in art.

They dealt with

relational painting and its problems, the creative process,
symmetry, and the differences between recent American art
as opposed to the European.
My paintings were six feet high and six feet wide.
About as tall as a man and wider than the span of his arms,
but not so much so that size overwhelms him.

I felt that

this was a comfortable size for the viewers experience.

I

worked with those dimensions in almost every picture I
painted.

The spectators were faced by a square on the wall,

a flat painted surface, confronted by a system of balanced
colour-relationships. I attempted to confirm that it was a
painted surface dealing with only two dimensions without
illusion.

Inevitably I gradually had to return to the

relational arrangement of parts because of the repetitive
principle in the 'all-over' design.

I had previously tried

to avoid relational art because of the fear of the intuitive
taking on a tasteful role.

I felt that there had to be a

logical reason for every decision.

How the parts affected

the whole, and their relationship to the picture and its
borders became a prime concern.
I became interested in bilateral symmetry as a means
to achieve balance and harmony.

Like one's own body and

countless images in the natural world, the left-side and
the right-side appear to be mirror-images of one another
and therefore balanced.

The axis of involvement was both

vertical and horizontal and this has remained the character
of my work throughout, with some exceptions when I used

the oblique for experimental purposes, questioning the use of
only the orthogonal relationships.
The use of colour was carefully examined.
demanded time and awareness from the viewer.

The colour

I tried to

avoid the work revealing itself instantaneously.

At this

point I became aware of the fact that these works appeared
more interesting in natural light.

The aim was to obtain an

untroubled composition in a state of perfect harmony; natural
light did help to achieve this mood.

I was experimenting

with sensations of colour to find out how they could be
achieved with limited forms.
It was necessary that I work out the entire painting
in colour sketches before attempting a large work.

I found

it impossible to start on the large piece without preconceived plans.

Only the colour was altered in the resolution

of the final work.

The structure remained unchanged.

The

colour changed from the sketches because of the experience
of larger colour areas.

For example, the colour experience

of one square inch of blue is very much different from one
square foot of blue.
It was imperative to avoid or at least minimize the
effects of illusion which has always been a concern in much
abstract painting.

I felt that painting was dealing with

two dimensions so therefore should not seek to represent
three.

Eventually I realized that escaping from visual

illusion on the two dimensional surface was an impossible
task unless I painted the canvas one colour.

Thus 'figure'

and 'ground' reading became a problem when dealing with
arrangement of flat colour surfaces.
I began to develop asymmetrical compositions.

Mainly

it was due to my dissatisfaction with bilateral symmetry.
I thought asymmetry was more dynamic.

The work became a

pattern of features, a map of internally related incidents
which added up to an overall expression.
The illusionistic quality was even more pronounced in
later paintings in which the colour was much more intense.
Positive forms and negative spaces repeatedly changed roles
even though I had attempted to consider all the forms as
positive.
I made many line drawings dealing with progressions of
colour and value.

These cross-hatched drawings could be

associated with light rays passing through each other and
changing their hue at the intersecting points.

Their weaving

quality definitely dealt with space and led to my first constructions.
In one specific construction, groups of coloured strings
were ordered in such a way that none of the same colour
modules touched and none of the same colour modules were
repeated more than once in the vertical and horizontal groups.
This was arrived at through a logical sequential principal.
The system was variable and groups could be re-arranged while

the system kept its original order.

Each colour had the

same proportion, which represented one-tenth of the entire
mass of colour and each covered a tenth of the entire surface
area.

This particular work achieved the order that I had

been searching for.

The dimension of the work determined

the size, proportion and number of units.

This construction

and others using a similar system were determined numerically.
Numbers were used generally as a convenient regulating device.
I used sequential patterns rather than mathematical equations.
Artists who have used mathematics include Vantongerloo, Max
Bill,

and Anthony Hill.

was different.

I admired their work but my process

I tried variations in structural and colour

permutations in order to discover new fields of investigations.
Charles Biederman's Art as the Evolution of Visual
Knowledge had a profound effect on my development.

In this

book he speaks of the limitations of the two dimensional
medium and attempts to historically justify it:
So far we have seen that the Two-Dimensionalists
recognized the non-reality, or the inadequate reality
of three-dimensional illusions. In this they were
correct. Their error lay in assuming that this would
be remedied by removing the third dimension not recognizing that they were now even more limited in
another way by the reality confines of the canvas
surface. Moreover, they had not eliminated illusions;
they had, at a price, simply reduced the quantity of
illusion, because the illusion of space still remained.
How to eliminate this lack of reality was the next
task that some artists tackled. One way in which the
elimination of such illusions was attempted was in
such works as "Black on Black" (1918), Rodchenko, and
'White on White', Malevitch. But these steps rather
than achieving greater 'reality' for the contents of
the new art, only took the artist even closer to the

limitations of the canvas. In these examples, however,
it would appear that the artists were actually attempting to remove even the illusion of two dimensions.
But this could best be achieved and a more genuine
reality produced by painting one colour across the
entire surface of the canvas. In this way the artist
would not be fabricating illusions of nature objects,
or of three dimensional or two dimensional inventions.
By this action the artist would simply be giving a
colour to the actual reality surface of the canvas.
This would seem to be exactly the reason which must
have led one of the Two Dimensionalists to do this very
thing. Thus Rodchenko took three canvases-one he
painted all blue, another all yellow, and another all
red. With that he announced the "death of art" and
that he had now done his last painting. It was the
year 1922.7
This quote has always been important to my thinking.
A further interest in Biederman's work and other
Structurist artists led me to read the magazine The Structurist
edited by Eli Bornstein at the University of Saskatchewan.
This periodical influenced my decision to study at this
University with Eli Bornstein.

His writings, and articles

by Elizabeth Willmott, Joan Saugrain, Dave Barr and Charles
Biederman, assisted the development of my work.
Another book written by Charles Biederman, Letters on
the New Art (which is a series of letters sent to Joan
Saugrain) stimulated my beginnings in Constructionist art.
The following is a quote from the book that helped pace my
research:
You cannot tackle all problems at once.. Enjoy the
simple state of your experience now, be glad that
all its complexity does not have to be solved at once.
From the simple to the complex - how else to get to
the complex! After all, as a Constructionist you
are only a few months old! A few months old - you
have had the rare courage to dive into a field of art
innovation - now have the courage to take the time,
all the time that you need to mature into the new art

•

•

•

•

Constructionist art has come from past painting and
sculpture and has absorbed many of the ideas of De Stijl
and Constructivism.

The founder of De Stijl, Theo Van

Doesburg, wrote:
There is more miracle in the tension of some basic
colours or in the balance of some lines, than in
all the unhealthy exaltations that are presented
to us today as modern painting.yy
The Constructionists and Constructivists evolved their
approach through the influence of Cubism, yet they left the
flat surface of painting and began to use modern materials
such as aluminum sheets, plexiglass, tin, steel rods, glass,
etc., within actual space.

Tatlin, the founder of Russian

Constructivism, wrote:
the art of the future will be based on principles
of construction --- real material in real space --10
a synthesis of art, learning and technical knowledge.
Constructivism emerged about 1911-13 and stressed
three-dimensional organizations of various materials, arranged
in abstract manners.

Their works (Gabo, Pevsner, Tatlin)

identified space without the sense of weight and solidity
of traditional sculpture.

The works were investigations

with space.
In 1952 Biederman began to use the term "Structurism"
to distinguish his work from the work of other artists.

The

essential difference was that he, attempted to make his art,
in the words of Paul Cgzanne, "a harmony parallel with nature."
He thought any other terms used previously did not aptly
describe his involvement with the structural process of

nature.

His influence was widespread and artists in the

United States, Canada, England, and Holland were influenced
by his ideas.

Two Structurist artists

the term "Structurism".
Elizabeth Willmott.

however, rejected

These are Eli Bornstein and

I believe there are many others.

insist every man is both unique and a link as well.

They
These

artists are individuals who share ideas with others and do
not want their work to be considered as an "ism".

Bornstein

prefers the term "Structurist Art", using this term in all
his writings as a useful label.

This label

as most labels,

may eventually outlive its usefulness.
My work immediately prior to my first constructions
dealt with lines overlapping on a two dimensional surface.
Those works suggested investigations in constructed threedimensional objects.
My first constructions were conceived in painted wood
and coloured cotton thread.
their construction.

All were fully planned prior to

The forms overlapped in space.

reached a point in my own work where the problems at hand
actually suggested a three-dimensional solution.

I realized

my efforts to avoid illusion in painting reached an impasse.
Moving into actual space opened up a new world of explorations that dealt with physical reality.

The painting

medium had come to an end in its potentialities for my
further developments as an artist.

10.

MY CREATIVE PROCESS
2.1 Working Process
During the two-year graduate program I dealt with the
constructed relief.

I soon realized that the problems of

actual forms in space create a different working experience
than two-dimensional painting.

Both form and space are

physical rather than illusions.

My

working process now

alternates between two different practices:
1.

The object is worked towards its own intuitive
resolution.

2.

The object is conceived through a predetermined
plan.

I have made, several models without using any former
plans, simply resolving the piece by adding and taking away
the parts.

The majority of these works became uncontrolled

in,structural and colour resolutions.
be my natural way of working.

With this approach I felt I

was working in a non-realizing manner.
ning was needed.

I found this not to

More conscious plan-

I required an initial idea.

Every artist's creative process is different and I
only understand my own, although I am attempting to understand other artists.

At the same time my own process is

constantly changing.

My

thinking involves conscious de-

cisions and I attempt to exercise control in all aesthetic
judgements I make.
The works come from previous works.

One work leads into

the next. I make corrections in the last idea and that work
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stimulates other thought.

The idea for a work occurs through

analyzing past work and realizing the previous works'
structural weaknesses.

The work is conceived through thinking,

making drawings, which are very rough coloured sketches.
Later a more precise full-scale drawing may be made.

The

drawings are limited and the work can only begin to take on
its true character in a three-dimensional model stage.
Through study of the model, a final full-scale version is
built.

The relationships of the parts to the whole, however,

always change because of its enlargement.

Until very recently

I have been making models, but I feel it is no longer necessary
to do so.

The maquettes becomes independent pieces.

Thus

the creative process continues and is constantly changing.
Each work has been a synthesis of work that has preceded it.
Each piece is usually more refined and more resolved than
its predecessor.

As one cannot progress in an ever increasing

development, it is inevitable that there are some exceptions.
Laborious preparation is necessary; cutting, sanding,
priming, filling and coating the material with paint.
this is tedious.

Often

Because of economics and lack of tech-

nological development in materials these problems have to
be dealt with.

Perhaps one day the development of a more

useful material may offer potential beyond one's imagination.

12.
2.2

Relationship of my Work to Nature and Other Art
I am stimulated by the visual world around me (both

natural and man-made) although I am not particularly conscious if it has an effect on my process.

Other art has

also been a stimulus.
Structurism, as defined by Charles Biederman, is
concerned with nature.

It seeks, in the words of Cezanne,

"a harmony parallel with nature".

Being primarily involved

in Structurism has not yet led me to consciously use nature
as a model for creating works, although I am becoming more
visually aware of nature's processes.
One is not merely conscious of abstractions derived
from flowers or from the rhythmic organization of
leaves, etc., but one goes to work with all he has
learned from nature. This is only to say that the
artist is not abstracting from any particular object,
but rather his abstractions are the result of all
his experiences with the reality characteristics of
nature structure.11
My earlier painting made deliberate attempts to avoid
natural associations.

The problems I realize

with looking

at nature is the temptation to bring in too many ideas that
do not relate to my present concerns.

If one is using nature,

I think the work has to parallel what you can observe and exp
experience in natural structure for it to be a relevant
creative process.

Although I can see many connections,

I think it is a little premature for me to become involved
in the structural processes of nature that are relative to
my work, if I do at all.

At present nature is outside of

my work, but possibly it may become parallel in my future
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process.
nature.

The image has not been abstracted from forms in
Yet this does not rule out the visual environment as

a source of experience.

The elements of a visual art such as

lines, colours, shapes, possess their own forces of expression
independent of any association with the external aspects of the
world.
The difference between European and North American
approaches to the constructed relief is interesting.

There

has been a tendency in Europe since the Post-Impressionists
to divorce art from nature.

This began with the Neo-

Plasticists and carried through with the Constructivists,
Dadaists, Suprematists, Futurists, Kineticists, and many
others.

This separation from nature carried on into my

own thinking.

2.3

Modules/Systems
My use of the module covers two related notions:
1. A standard unit of length or volume is used
as the basis for a whole design.
2. A single definite series of proportional
relations is adopted throughout the design.

By establishing the module, it is hoped that the modules
combined into colour-plane groups, mutually become an active
organic unity.

The module is the fundamental unit of measure-

ment which by means of multiplication, aubtraction or division
numerically determines the system of the work.

As a unit it

is necessary to choose a number of different measurements or
modules

for example, processes occurring in the horizontal
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plane need not necessarily be the same as those occurring
in the vertical.

This determination of a basic module

which forms a foundation for the system calls for a number
of investigations in different areas, e.g., light, space
colour, structure.

These various elements are analyzed.

The considerations that I investigate are:
1.

Relating the module to the ground-plane, and
even the necessity of the ground-plane.

2.

Space between the modules, which become a
further module.

3.

The function of colour.

Since my early all-over dot paintings, I developed an
interest in systems.
ition in execution.

Systems deal with regularity and repetThey are methodical.

The individual

parts of a system are not in themselves important

but are

relevant only in the way they are used in the logic of the
whole.

Thus, my work is concerned with the divisions in

a single work that is based on a predetermined equation.
These systems are used as processes of logical thought
towards the expression of rhythms, relationships and proportions that work towards a final resolution.

Dealing with

progression, permutation, rotation, reversal, the idea is
carried to its logical conclusion.
I make transitions from cool to warm colours, from
short to long areas, from light to dark tones, using vertical and horizontal combinations.

The colour is used to

complement the structural organization.

In these systematic

15.

works rhythm is a form of progressive motion, it is the most
important factor in the composition.
Colin Jones, an English artist, writes about the use
of systems to achieve motion in his works.
In the growth of a system, the inventive process
is based on a limitation of means. A single
element, through repetition or extension, can
generate a sequence. An undulation, acceleration,
pendulation, or oscillation can be expressed as
actual or apparent motion. Such a sequence can
be considered as a finite movement, as a unit
which can be related to other such units, and a
cumulative process begins.12

my

further interest in systems comes through the in-

vestigation of paintings by the two Swiss artists Max Bill
and Richard Paul Lohse.

An aspect that interests me in a

systematic composition is that "the principle dictates its
sequence to the intuitive process".13

By "the principle"

I mean the idea, the starting point, that can be intuitively
resolved in the process.
I believe the artist is free to choose any method of
process he/she wishes to enable him/her to conceive the work.
The artist may choose geometry, intuition, or a
combination of both; he/she may delegate his/her
determination to some mathematical expression,
to chance, or even to a computer. The initial
choice which determines the character,pf the
eventual image is made by the artist.i4
The system suggests how I can exploit and thus develop
the right angle planes.

It indicates the scope or possi-

bilities for developing any theme.

I am now involved in

topological symmetry which is concerned with the order
involved in the placing of one thing next to another.

The
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system helps me to use space and colour in the integration
with the structure.

However, the system can become flexible

and in starting out with an idea, the idea breaks down and
leads into other possibilities.
to happen.

I have to allow for this

Through this freedom, in allowing myself to

deviate from the system, I can make some important non-systematic
transitions.

I let myself be guided by a judgement and choice

for colour in organizing the rhythm.
changes as the work is processed.
used only as a starting point.
continually changes.
progressions

My

The preconceived plan

Thus the system is often

Again, the creative process

interest lies in composing with

space, form, projection, colour.

I still

use arithmetical permutations in the work although I try to
consider it visually even if it has been arrived at through
a numerical solution.

The system helps me to understand and

control more exactly the modules that I work with.
Charles Biederman disclaims the use of mathematical
rules or formulas.

He believes that the introduction of

systems would lead his art to a dead-end.

Other artists

such as Mary Martin and Richard Lohse maintain that a system
can be a starting point

a means to develop an idea.

Every-

thing here exhibited is based on the straight line and the
right angle.

I have worked almost exclusively with orthogonal

relationships since my first contact with constructive ideas.
Throughout the years I have been trying to develop systems
to understand the concerns and development of my ideals.

17.

Often the system is trivial but structures built up from
very simple methods often produce interesting results.
can work intuitively with the system.

I

I search for the

degree of order, its own degree of rightness.
In my constructions the planes work interactively between
horizontal and vertical and this creates a 'flipping' sequential experience.

This constitutes the starting point of the

procedure and the basis for the entire formal structure.
Each unit is a part of the whole, a related part, a module.
An exciting aspect of this procedure is the infinite
number of possibilities each result offers.

Sequences,

additions, progressions, digressions, permutations, etc.
If the flexibility is greater the more freedom I have in
organizing the construction.

The principle is variable and

can thus be extended for an infinite series of reliefs.
A decision here was to activate the sequence in such a
way that a dynamic resolution is achieved and that the organizational principles are arranged by a trial and error
process.

This was the main aim which is quite different from

my earlier use of systems.

But I still feel the principle

dictates its sequence to the intuitive process.

It is

imposing certain limitations which I find useful.

I now

adopt a system until such a point that I arbitrarily decide
it is a disadvantage.

I then change the method in order

that the image is more resolved to my preferences.
I believe the present use of a module stems directly
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from my use of a system of colour dots in my early paintings
when I began to understand the importance of achieving harmonic unity.

It is a standard unit which can be used to

build just as a brick is used to construct a house.

The

honeycomb is a good example of identical constructed parts
to create an organic whole.

The problem is how to achieve

harmony, balance and order without having a repetitive allover pattern.

As well as an all-over image, I have tempor-

arily exhausted the bi-lateral and asymetrical compositional
themes.

I have no further use for that kind of balance at

the present time.

It is too static.

Bi-lateral and asymetrical structures are built up of
separate parts.

These parts are on opposite sides of a

dividing line which are distributed around the center or
axis.

I felt this conformity was too regular and inevitably

led to static rhythm.

A composition working without any

established balancing conceptions is much more interesting.
Many artists strive to 'get things in the center' in
order to accomplish balancing relationships.

At present I

find non-symmetrical compositions more interesting than a
balance. created by an emphasis being on a central axis.
(See fig. 35.)
The work that developed in early 1973 was still using
a flexible modular system.

In its flexibility the choice

of colour remained intuitive.
The planes (or modules) move off the back plane creating
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a more dynamic and flexible structure, full of possibilities.
It avoids the limitations of the rectangular shape of the
general structure.

(See fig. 29.)

It became immediately

obvious that the ground plane could eventually become redundant at certain points in the development.

However, it

could be useful for certain ideas if the process leads me
into it.

The two aims could parallel.

The questions are,

how is the ground plane integrated with the whole?

Is it

used merely as a support?

Merely

as a framing device?

Merely as a background?

I have always attempted to integrate

the back plane into the general structure.
The work that developed in February and March of 1973,
makes the ground plane almost redundant.

No longer does the

rectangular format dictate the shape of the structure.
form is allowed to create the shape of the object.

The

The

system becomes even more flexible as more intuitive decisions
are made in the choice of sizes and positioning of the planes.
The work becomes less disciplined and more adventurous.
(See fig. 33.)

THE ELEMENTS WITH WHICH I WORK
Light/Space/Colour/Structure/Time
Each element is inherently dynamic, and interaction
among the diverse elements multiplies the dynamics
endlessly. It is somewhat like trying to harness
and drive a team of very different species of wild
animals at the same pace and in the same direction.15

20.
To try to develop the use of colour, form, space, and
light as well as the principle of structure is indeed very
complex.

I realized that the development of these elements

must be considered as an inseparable whole, developing with
a reasonable balance.

While this is not exactly a measurable

possibility it can be a conceptual aim.

As my involvement

develops I tend to lean towards one element at the expense
of the other.

One obvious difficulty is that colour/light

are in many ways inseparable; but light itself can be used
as a changing element to change the rest of the elements.
Ultimately the consideration of three-dimensional surfaces includes the consideration of light, the least physical
element

but one that is as actual as form and space.

Three-

dimensional works undergo changes by the incidence of light.
In my exhibition I had hoped to demonstrate by the
actual changing of light how the works change in appearance.
This was to be done by a controlled artificial lighting
system that would have changed from dim to bright in an
approximate period of twenty minutes.

It would have been

important that the changes happen slowly.

If changes occur

rapidly, confusion occurs and it is inevitably disturbing.
At the Charles Biederman exhibition held in London England,
the arrangement of rapid light change agitated my vision.16
However, for my exhibition, such a light system was too
expensive, thus the idea had to be abandoned.
The importance of light cannot be overemphasized in the
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work, as shadow and reflection become an integral part and
add complexity to the formal structure.

With my first

exercises with the relief, I realized how much light changes
the colour-form relationship.

I felt that those consider-

ations could have been more realized in the conceptions of
the work.
When working with volumes
reflection was occurring.

it is apparent that colour

The painted surfaces of the vol-

umes cast their colour influence on the surfaces of the
adjacent elements (i.e., other volumes and the back-plane).
Thus a red volume next to a white volume reflects its light
and casts a pinkish colour.

Blue and yellow volumes

adjacent to each other produce the reflectant colour of
green, and so on.

This complexity was new to me because it

obviously does not physically occur in painting.
one use the colour-reflectivity?

How does

It can produce multi-

colours and overall colour effects, but this is extremely
difficult to control.

For instance

an all-red work with

various projections can produce a colour-tone range from
light orange to dark red through the use of actual light.
Pursuing many experiments with changing light with the help
of spotlights and reflectors, I now feel I have to consider
the use of light/colour even more.
The surfaces of the planes are flat, well finished
without prominent texture.

Being neutral in terms of sur-

face they are more sensitive to the varying contexts of
space/light/colour, in which the works exist.

The surfaces
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reflect more acutely these properties and are more noticeably changed by them.
My reliefs are involved with Light/Space/Colour/
Structure/Time.

In these works as in nature, the relation-

ships constantly change because natural light is always
changing.

The static relief which lies parallel to the wall

owes its changing organization to real light which changes
throughout the day.

The motion of the viewer is invited to

constantly change because of the very nature of the work.
The viewer is changing and establishing relationships as he
apprehends the object from various positions and under varying conditions of light and spatial context.
always look different.

The works

This three-dimensional art offers

to the viewer changing multi-views.

(See figs. 26 and 27.)

There is no longer the rigidity of the two-dimensional
painting nor is there any need for mechancial motors or
other devices to kineticize the work.
real space/time although it is static.

The work incorporates
The spectator ex-

periences integrations of colour/space/light relationships
within the structure.
changing structure.

The viewer's motion reveals more and

The mobility of the static relief can

be frozen at any given moment in time.
My reliefs are objects of changing relationships
(between the elements) working interactively to produce
aesthetic principles such as proportion, rhythm, harmony,
balance and contrast.

All of these principles are ordered

to create an integrated organism.

Unfortunately, they are
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eventually left to chance when placed in certain lighting
conditions.

While this is not desirable, I try as much as

possible to control the situation to an extent where I am
satisfied by the results.
I proceeded from very low-form all-white reliefs towards
colour and higher-volume reliefs.

The volume or mass was

gradually eliminated and thus developed towards plane or
space reliefs.

I feel this is logical order.

This kind of

development has been recommended by. Biederman and Bornstein.
Both suggest a development from the simple low relief to one
of more complex and greater three dimensionality.

Again,

both artists suggest using orthogonal relationships that have
been historically determined by their predecessors.
offers the most simple kind of relationships.

It

I began by

limiting my use of colour/structure/space relations.

This

has been necessary to understand these elements to a greater
extent and to proceed from the simple to the more complex.
These limitations have been suggested to me but are primarily
self-imposed.
The essential character of my work has not been style,
material, or dogmas, but in the visualization of the object.
The series of white reliefs deal with light/space/structure.
They do not involve the infinite and complex world of colour.
An all-white relief assumes changing value in different
lights.

(See figs. 1 and 2.)

Working from the simple to the

complex in construction has its obvious advantages, but I
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have learned to question the meanings of both the terms
'simple' and 'complex'.

With the introduction of one colour

(yellow) into the all-white works the problems become, in
ways, more complex and yet in other ways simpler.

Rhythm

in the two colour relationships is more easily identified.
I use colour to clarify rhythmical sequences and to describe space/form determination.

(See figs. 3 and 4.)

I

sometimes find it difficult to realize what is simple and
what is complex.
There has been a change of scale in my work since moving
into actual space.

No longer is a large scale necessary.

Much contemporary art makes a value of large size only.

This

would seem to be avoiding intimacy, presenting the viewer
with an initial impact.
but overwhelm.

Much of this large work does nothing

My work has become intimate.

The viewer

inspects it more closely.

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
As the outgrowth of two-dimensional painting my work
proceeded with the use of colour/form in actual space.

These

forms were actual or real elements as opposed to illusionistic form used in painting.

My work is now dealing with

coloured forms in space that are effected by light and time.
The procession from the low all-white reliefs to coloured
cubes in space (See figs. 5 and 7.) was largely due to
research and experience.

I was creating and assembling the
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elements.

It was a particular period of discipline, organ-

izing variations in colour sequences, projections and the
size of the cubes.

Rhythmical sequences were established.

Directly following the works with cubes I began to
develop what could be termed volume-to-plane exercises.
(See figs. 17 to 24.)

The planes seemed to be creating

the rhythm, while the volumes were used to hold this rhythm
together.

I abandoned this because the volumes became bulky

and static and unnecessary to the actual colour-rhythm in
the pieces.

The volumes were substituted for colour planes.

(See figs. 25 and 26.)

I continued with the juxtaposition

of coloured planes in space.
A question often posed when one confronts my work is,
why not use more colours?
questions.
so on?

This usually leads to further

Why not use circles, diagonals, triangles, and

I feel satisfied with the limitations I have imposed

on myself.

I find at this time there is enough to deal with.

It is not that I dislike other forms but at the moment I
have no use for them.

Vertical and horizontal relationships

are concerned with opposites and for me it is a dynamic
combination.

At present I do not find it necessary to explore

the endless varieties of colour and form.

I believe the

more subtle colours become the more complex organizational
problems become and therefore the greater the demand upon
composing.

Thus I reduce colour to some simplistic terms.

These colours in their primary state allow for and demand a
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more simple experience.

Occasionally my work has led me

into using a secondary colour.

I believe limitation leads

to a greater understanding of one's work.

When to change

or introduce new ideas in the work is always questionable.
The limitations are imposed to exhaust ideas.
Another frequent question is, "why not deal with
sculpture?"

Most sculpture fails for me.

However, this is

not the reason why I am not working in this medium.

Con-

sidering I grew out of painting I find the complexities of
dealing with the viewing area of 180°enough for me at
present.
wall.

This is not to say my work will not come off the

It possibly could in the future.

I find it impos-

sible to visualize the direction my work will take.
wait to see how my concerns and interests develop.

I will
The

relief contains properties associated with painting, sculpture and architecture.
Eli Bornstein has already written about the possibilitities for Structurist art and bringing it off the wall:
For example it is not inconceivable that through
a developed technological use of aerospace and
anti-gravity principles, such as are already being
used in hovercraft and other devices, the colour
plane as part of light/colour/space/structure in
art may ultimately be given even greater freedom
of movement in space.11
But what of Sculpture?

It seems the evolution of art

belonged to painting for the past five hundred years up to
the early part of this century.

Volume and mass was the

traditional concern in the Renaissance through to Cubism.
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Cubism was concerned with Space/Structure that started some
transitions in three dimensional art.

The Cubists and the

Constructivists liberated sculpture.
It is only in recent decades that a real enthusiasm for
sculpture has come about once more.

In my opinion the more

interesting contemporary sculptors are Alexander Calder,
Kenneth Snelson and Sol Lewitt.

All are concerned with

Space—Structure but the latter two reject colour.

In my

opinion sculptors generally have avoided integrating, and
really using Light/Space/Colour/Structure/Time.

Many artists

working in the medium who have used colour have succumbed
to the technique of painting, that is, merely decorating
the form they create.
What of architecture?

This is obviously a 'different

world' to that of the non—functional art object.

I am

interested in the visual aspects of architecture; for
example its use of light/colour/structure/time in space.
It obviously poses many further problems such as scale,
engineering, the practicalities of living in the structure,
and so on.
My interest in Structurist Art has made me aware of the
importance of groups which are formed by the principles of
individual leaders.

However

even if movements do further

the development of art, there are diverse opinions within
these groups.

Although common progress is often achieved,

it is impossible to avoid misunderstanding between
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its members.

Because of individual concerns and person-

alities, a common ideal is virtually impossible.
times, there was less diversity of opinion.

In earlier

Today the

direction of art is so wide that two individuals working
similarly will probably have their conflicts.

Any artist

makes individual statements which represent his personal
way of dealing with his creative process, his own set of
restrictions.

It is highly ;personal.

Movements and groups

of artists break up, art continues and ideas conflict.
choose not to be categorized although I owe a lot to my
predecessors and contemporaries.

I
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FOOTNOTES
1.

Mary Martin, Directions in Art, Theory and Aesthetics,
ed. Anthony Hill, (London: Faber and Faber, 1968), p. 95.

2.

I use the term ' abstract art' to describe an approach
to art that does not represent things realistically.
It is a general term that is widely misused.

3.

My work at this point could be related to the Polish
movement Unism, which was established in the 1930's
by the artist Wladyslaw Strzemenski.

However, I was not

aware of the European movement and at that time my ideas
came directly from North American artists, L tg. Ad
Reinhardt, Mark Tobey.

My interest in the American

artists was only temporary.
The interviews were broadcasted by the B.B.C. Lond, in
1966.

The series included discussion with Stella, Robert

Morris, Jasper Johns, Claes Oldenburg, and others.

The

interviewer was the British Art Critic David Sylvester.

5.

Don Judd, "Questions to Stella and Judd" Art News,
Vol. 65, No. 5 (Sept., 1966,) p. 55.

6.

Frank Stella:

7.

Charles Biederman, Art as the. Evolution of Visual

Ibid.

Knowledge, (Red Wing, Minn: Art History, 1948). p. 361
Charles Biederman, Letters on the New Art, (Red Wing,
Minn: Art History, 1951), p. 11

9.

Theo Van Doesburg, "Concrete Art," tr. D. McNamee,
The Structurist, (Saskatoon:
No. 9, 1969), P. 42

The University of Saskatchewan,
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10.

V. Tatlin, as quoted in, Gabo-Pevsner, (New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1948)

p. 18

11.

Charles Biederman, Letters on the New Art, p. 83

12.

Colin Jones, Systems (London: Arts Council of Great
Britain, 1972), P. 26
Richard Paul Lohse, "Standard, Series, Module: New Problems
and Tasks of Painting" Module, Symmetry, Proportion,
ed. Gyorgy Kepes, (London: Studio Vista, 1966), p. 128

14.

Katherine Kuh, as quoted in George Rickey's, Constructivism,
(New York: George Braziller, 1967), p. 38.

15.

Eli Bornstein, "Toward an Organic Art:" The Structurist,
No. 11, (1972), p. 64.

16.

Charles Biederman's retrospective exhibition was held
at the Hayward Gallery, London, England.

1970.

The

show was organized by the English painter Robyn Denny.
Biederman designed the light-system and later disapproved of its result.
17.

Eli Bornstein, "The Oblique in Art:

Toward the Oblique

in Space." The Structurist, No. 9, (1969), p. 40
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ILLUSTRATIONS

The reproductions shown on the following pages are
a selection of works from the two-year graduate program,
1971-73.

The works appear in chronological order.

works are constructed with painted wood.

All

Figure 2

Figure 1
Relief. 1971

12" x 12" x 1"

Figure 3
15" x 15" x 2"
Relief 1971

Relief 1971

12" x 12" x 1"

Figure 4
15" x 15" x 3"
Relief 1971
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Figure 6
(Side view of Figure 5.)

Figure 5
15" x 15" x 3i"
Relief 1971

Figure 8
16" x 16" x 3i"
Relief 1971

Figure 7
15" x 15i" x 311"
Relief 1971

Figure 9
Relief 1971
16" x 16" x 3i"

Figure 10
Relief 1971

16" x 16" x 2"

Figure 11
Relief 1971

16" x 16" x 3 3/4"

Figure 12
Relief 1972

16" x 16" x 3"

-
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Figure 13
Relief 1972

13" x 20" x 2i"

Figure 15

Figure 14
Relief 1972

(Side view of Figure 14)

13" x 20" x 3i"

Figure 16
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Figure 17
Relief 1972
26" x 24" x 811"

Figure 18
Relief 1972
20" x 6" x 5"

Figure 19
Relief 1972
13" x 7" x 4"

Figure 20
Relief 1972

24" x 13" x 5"

t.

Figure 21
(side view of Figure 20)

Figure 22
24" x 13" x 5"
Relief 1972

Figure 23
(Front view of Figure 22)

Figure 24
24" x 13" x 5"
Relief 1972
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Figure 25
Relief 1973

20" x 6" x 2"

Figure 26
22" x 17" x 3 3/4"
Relief 1973

Figure 27
(Side view of Figure 26)

Figure 28
6" x
Relief 1973

x 2:1"

0

Figure 29
Relief 1973

212" x 12" x 7"

Figure 31
Relief 1973 82" x 62" x 22"

Figure 30
Relief 1973

12" x 7 3/4" x

3 3/4"

Figure 32
Relief 1973

9" x 6i" x 3"
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Figure 33
Relief 1973
9" x 5" x 2 3/4"

Figure 34
Relief 1973 8" x 5" x 3i"
(side view)

Figure 35
(front view)

Figure 36
(Side View)
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